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Abstract:: In recent yeaars, the ownerss of accommoddation
establishmentss, the tour operrators and alsoo the travelers have
become more aware of thee impact that tourism
t
has onn the
environment. Many organiizations are in
i the processs of
changing; theeir daily actions reflect the neeed to minimizze the
environmentall footprint. Thuus, if at a macrroeconomic leveel the
concept of susstainable develoopment is used to illustrate thee link
between the economy,
e
technnological development and social
s
environment, at a microecoonomic level thhe eco-manageement
concept is used. Startinng from the requirementss of
environmentall development and the gloobal experiencce in
implementing methods, techniques, standards of organizzation
and managem
ment of a hotel business, a nuumber of objecctives
and eco-manaagement requireements can be decoded
d
/ identif
ified.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
Hotel ecoo-management applies all rules, beliefs and values
v
operating in any successfull organization. This manageement
system addressses all hotel units and wass designed to help
organizations reduce their negative envvironmental im
mpact
regarding the activities
a
they develop.
d
Analyzinng specifically the tourism inndustry and itss size
and high grow
wth rates, on onne hand and that the environmeent is
its primary determinant; this brings us to thhe focus the neeed for
l
with globaal developmentts for
sustainable deevelopment in line
tourism.
1.1. The Objeectives of Hotell Applied Eco--management
Economic and social objjectives of tourrism in general and
the hotel unit in particular, deepend mainly on
o how they aree run,
by managemennt activities. Att the same time, reporting on recent
r
developments and mainlyy the increassed awarenesss to
environmentall issues reqquires the implementation
i
n of
appropriate sttrategies to inteegrate the eco--management inn the
current hotel activities. This
T
should be included inn all
compartments and involve thhe human resourrce as a whole.
s
poolicies and strategies
s
of hotel
Current sustainable
organizations should include,, in one form orr another: a set of its
own sustainaable objectivess, redistributioon of power and
authority accoording to the new
n
objectives, expectations about
a
the functionns or new sustainable duties, widdened
communicatioon channels forr new sustainaable objectivess, but
also modern methods
m
of achieving generaal objectives, which
w
are classified and
a sustainable.
The eco-m
management acttivity in hotels is closely linkked to
the concern of protectingg the planet and it invoolves:
governmental and nongovernmental orgganizations, prrivate
companies andd individuals, in
i good cooperration to ensuree that
tourism is plannned and regulated, that can control
c
its impaact on
nature and redduce resource consumption.
c
W
Where
hotel woork is
carefully and properly manaaged, the role of eco-manageement
gets priority.
Forecastinng and possibly quantiffying the future
f
development of
o economic annd ecological phenomena in nature
n

is an
nother objective of particular importance in the activity off
hoteel units.
1.2. New Hum
man Resourcee Requiremeents for thee
Imp
plementation off Eco-managem
ment
The human faactor, through tthe role played by innovation,,
creaative use and handling of innformation, org
ganization andd
man
nagement, becom
mes the fundam
mental factor forr the ecologicall
deveelopment.
mental problemss
The staff mustt know the basiics of environm
and to build reflexees that should innclude for exam
mple, lights off,,
stop heating appliances or air conditioning in unoccupiedd
room
ms, etc.
It is preferablle to increasedd emphasis on environmentall
quallification of em
mployees, to employee creaativity to findd
solu
utions to probleems such as effficient use of energy
e
and raw
w
mateerials, recyclingg waste and m
minimize pollutiion "at source""
ratheer than to pay increased ecoo-taxes (environ
nmental taxes)..
The funds thus savved can be usedd in the future development
d
off
e
(firm
m). It thus combines economic efficiency withh
the enterprise
enviironmental effecctiveness [1].
1.3. Ecomanagem
ment Instrumen
nts Used in Monitoring
M
and
d
ntrolling the En
nvironmental IImpact of Hoteel Activity
Con
This is reppresented by environmentaal audit andd
enviironmental monnitoring.
Environmentaal audit is a systtemic evaluation
n, documented,,
perio
odic and objecctive, of the waay the hotel, th
he managementt
and equipment worrks in order to help protect th
he environmentt
throu
ugh managem
ment control techniques, and
a
to allow
w
estim
mation of the extent to whiich these practices meet thee
orgaanization's envvironmental poolicy. Areas covered in thee
enviironmental auudit are: envvironment, mining
m
safety,,
occu
upational healthh, product safetyy, human resou
urce.
Environmentaal monitoring is a set of operations on::
mon
nitoring, forecasting and warnning in order to
t maintain thee
operrational
invoolvement
of
environmen
ntal
balance..
Enviironmental monnitoring as a toool of managerrial work in thee
hoteel is designed to ensure infoormation flow, structured onn
depaartments and innterdepartmentss. Programs off environmentall
impaact should consider
c
a ppermanent rev
view of thee
ecom
management system.
s
To m
monitor the efficiency off
enviironmental maanagement, deecision-makers on differentt
hieraarchical levels, and also the m
means of achieveement are takenn
into account.
1.4. Eco-Hotel Contribution to the Con
nservation off
Biod
diversity
One of the most
m
dangerous consequences of man’s anti-ecological activity,, is that the bioosphere loses itss ability to selff
regu
ulate vis-à-vis the enormous aamount of waste that pollutess
the environment annd the most daangerous conseequence of thiss
phen
nomenon is the irreversible disappearance off a considerablee
num
mber of speciees, plants, aniimal or of microorganisms.
m
.
Biossphere degradaation leads to a considerablee reduction inn
quallity of life.

Implementation of good environmental practices in the
business of a hotel, including the use of biological resources in
a more sustainable way, can lead to positive benefits of the
business itself, but also a major contribution to biodiversity
conservation [2].
The actions on biodiversity preservation are variable,
primarily depending on the laws of the country where the hotel
activities take place, secondly on the basis of the current state
of pollution of those touristic destinations, and also the
involvement of local public bodies and local community. The
funds allocated to reforestation, continuing and intensifying
scientific research activities in the field of eco-management,
promoting and supporting education and information regarding
the importance of biodiversity conservation, to residents,
employees and customers, development of endangered plant
and animal farms, development of promotional material to
highlight the importance of endangered species in the area
where maintaining the balance with nature is the main concern.
Continuation and intensification of actions that have led so
far, to the existence in most areas, of a valuable population of
fauna and flora are encouraged by responsible actions in the
tourism industry.
Because of these benefits, the eco-hotel brand is emerging
in the hospitality industry, with all the advantages stemming
from this approach [3]:
Attractiveness for consumers - tourists is increasingly
motivated by sustainability and contribution to biodiversity
conservation, the desire to live in healthy environments and
healthy product to consume.
Reducing costs - best practices for biodiversity can reduce
operating costs by reducing the costs of resource acquisition,
use and even eliminate certain costs.
Improving destination quality - destinations rich in
biodiversity are attractive places for tourists. Taking into
consideration the quality of the customers as well as the way
recreational offers take into account the biodiversity, an
improvement in the tourist destination quality may occur.
Improving employee productivity and sense of
responsibility towards the environment - employees are often
highly motivated in actions to conserve biodiversity, thus
contributing to their labor productivity growth, the loyalty,
thereby reducing personnel costs.
Ensuring the operating license of a hotel - good practical
implementation of biodiversity management that demonstrates
that the hotel cares about the environment and leads a
responsible business. Regarding this, the hotel can be supported
by government, local institutions, employees and even local
community.
Attracting investment from socially responsible investors investors want social responsibility to make sure their funds are
invested in enterprises concerned with protecting the
environment.
1.5. Eco-management Certification – A New Instrument
Used in Hotel Management Policies
This includes high costs generated by the implementation
of practices and clean technologies. The appearance of ecomanagement in the ISO 12000 international standards, ISO
14000 and ISO 19000 and European directives on EMAS (Eco
Management Audit Scheme - Audit Scheme eco-management)
demonstrates the importance of this management system in
developing modern enterprise, involving both costs of further
implementation as well as certification. As in other fields of
activity, volunteer certification organisms have appeared to
support the development of environmental management
systems in the hospitality industry have occurred. A well
known certification organism is represented by TÜV Rheinland
Group and its contribution is valued as one of the most
prestigious and powerful worldwide certification organisms that
have a product certification in hotel eco-management, namely,

“Eco-Hotel Management System Eco Hotel certification system
was developed specifically for the hotel segment, adapted to
market realities, symbolizing the best way to gain international
recognition. This exclusive standard adds importance to the
hotel unit and shows its alignment with global environmental
requirements.
At the microeconomic level, the differentiation between
management and eco-management is not significant. The
obvious difference occurs when goals are centered on a hotel
organization and economic development not only on an
economic development.

2. CONCLUSION
This paper underlines the advantages of eco-management
implementation and the benefits represented by the use of best
practices, as an effective way to increase the international
competitiveness of the organizations.
With a high degree of pollution and climate change it is
obvious that each social sector should play a more active role in
reducing the negative impact of its actions and strive for
sustainability.
Sustainable development as a paradigm of progress, has
radically changed international actions priorities, from a limited
participation of local actors and dominated by narrow interest
groups, to a holistic approach, which now involves not only the
decision-making fora, but also public awareness, in an attempt
to restart development and direct it towards what should be of
interest: the future of the planet and of the human species at
least in terms of normality.
Regardless of all costs and budgets applied, depending on
size of organization and the degree of technology, the
application
of
environmental
management
systems
demonstrated their effectiveness by measuring the
environmental performance of hotel organizations.
Specificity and particularities arise from the nature of
sustainable tourism economic impact on tourist destinations and
regions, but also due to direct contact between customers and
local community environment.
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